Career Field Resources — Electronics

All of the following are available in the DLI Library unless otherwise noted.

Ultimate Visual Dictionary of Science
503 ULT

Engineering
English Language Services
621.3 ENG

Illustrated Encyclopedic Dictionary of Electronics
Douglas-Young, John
621.38 DOU

The Illustrated Electronics Dictionary
Berlin, Howard M.
621.381 BER

Basic Electronics Theory
Horn, Delton T.
621.381 HOR

Digital Electronics
Tokheim, Roger L.
621.381 TOK

Radar and Electronic Navigation
Sonnenberg, G.J.
623.893 SON

Oxford English for Electronics (#6y Cas) [audio kit]
Glendinning, Eric H.
Kit 623 GLE

Encyclopedia of Electronics
REF 621.381 ENC

Jane’s Avionics
REF 623.043 JAN

Understanding Digital Electronics (video): E13
VHS 621.281 UND

Electronic Communication Fundamentals (video): E70
VHS 621.31 ELE